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This item is dedicated, with considerable thanks, to Gus3. Without his suggestion it never would 
have been written.  I stress the following text involves Linux only obliquely......but I hope all my 
friends on LXer will find it interesting and, perhaps, useful. (Note: I have very deliberately left out 
the brand names of nearly all the devices and equipment apart from a couple of laptops.  I didn't 
want to be seen advertising, but I am happy to supply those details to anyone who needs them.)

Solar System Details
When people learn that your home runs on electricity produced by solar power, one of the many 
questions that soon comes up is: “It seems marvellous to be so independent. How much would it 
cost for me to move over to solar power ?” And my invariable answer is: “Without wishing to give 
any offence, but only to indicate how difficult it is to answer that question, let me ask you instead: 
How long is a piece of string ?”  My next move, if the questioner wishes, is to plunge happily into a 
deep discussion and help them understand why it is so difficult to provide a concise answer to their 
quite serious question.

The sorts of things that emerge are:

1. How much do you want to spend ?
2. What devices do you want to power ?
3. How much power storage do you want ?
4. What is the largest device you wish to run in terms of power consumption ?
5. How much will be your baseline load ?
6. Will your house run on ac or dc ?
7. How do you intend to service the needs of hot water, cooking, heating and refrigeration ?

and last but not least:

8. What are your reasons for doing this ?

I hope to show that our particular installation has satisfied all the above points.

At the end of 1983, our family moved to Blackbutt, a small country town in south-east Queensland 
about 160km north west of the state capital of Brisbane.  Blackbutt was much smaller then and we 
owned a 2.35 hectare (about 5.8 acres) block of bushland about 3km out of town. We set about 
constructing a new home and two things soon emerged: the need for both a telephone line and 
mains power.  We applied for a new phone line and Telecom (as it was then) was already laying the 
new line before the foundations of the house were completed. It cost us nothing to get the line 
installed and it operates to this day after over 27 years.

A mains power line was the next item.  We approached the local power company office in Kingaroy
and asked the staff officer about the cost of getting a power line connected to our block. Our new 
home lay on a side road 1km from a larger road along which a power line already existed, so a 
branch line could readily be put in place. To our horror, the sum quoted to get a power line onto our 
home was $19,000 and in terms of today's prices probably somewhere between 2 and 3 times that 
sum would be required. We were also told that: the line would not be in place for about 24 months; 
the money was to be paid immediately; and best of all, even when we did get connected, the 
quarterly power bill would be set at a minimum amount which assumed a power consumption that 
would be more or less triple the amount we would actually use. The officer was also quite rude and 



exceptionally unpleasant so we walked out of that office with a combined mind set that was “not 
very friendly towards mains power companies who wanted interest free loans for two years”. 

Our new home had been designed with alternative energy sources in mind. The plans included an 
open fireplace, a slow combustion stove to give both hot water and heat for cooking and a gas fired 
refrigerator. We began to realise that our style of home could not justify the enormous cost of mains 
connection, given the low amount of power we would consume because it would not include the 
biggest items that use power: hot water, cooking and winter heating. It was at this moment that our 
discussions finally turned towards solar electrical power because it was obvious even then, that it 
would be far less in cost, would give us independence from the mains, and we would have it almost 
immediately on house completion, not two years into the future. 

We then made the next big decision: our home would run on the Australian standard of 240volts, 
50Hz ac. This meant that our house wiring would also be standard rather than the special wiring 
required for heavy currents and low voltages used by dc installations. It also meant that our existing 
electrical appliances could be used and additional appliances in the future would be “shop standard 
items”. Although this necessitates the additional component of an inverter and a small loss of power
used in the inverter itself, the convenience of a normal mains voltage home is enormous. 

A little more thought showed that our solar electrical system would be required to run things like 
room lighting, mixmaster, sewing machine, video-player, television set, sound system and a 
computer. Given those appliances, it was unlikely that the maximum power usage per a device 
would be more than 200 watts; we also accepted that not all of these things could be run at once and
we would have to be careful with our energy usages.

Our research found that we could outfit our home with a small solar electrical system for about 5-6 
thousand dollars. That would provide us with 4 x 35 watt solar panels giving a total of 140 watts 
power generation, a charging current controller which would ensure that the battery bank was not 
overcharged, 4 x 12 volt deep cycle batteries, a square wave inverter with a maximum continuous 
power output of 450 watts and the relevant panel supports and wiring. We chose to use a 24 volt 
battery system because this halves the current flows present in a 12 volt system. We had this first 
installation done by a professional firm and since I had taught basic electronics in the Navy, I was 
able to observe the installation and understand the simplicity of a typical, small, stand-alone system.
To provide the power necessary for a washing machine and iron, we also purchased a small, 3 
kilowatt petrol generator which could be plugged into the system together with a battery charger so 
that surplus power could be transferred to the batteries. As we remarked, the lower cost of the entire
system meant that we would have to consume roughly $12,000 worth of petrol to cover the total 
cost of mains installation.

In the initial stages, there were some basic problems. Square wave inverters were normal at that 
time, but they are somewhat inefficient and electrically noisy. They produce an electrical “buzz” as 
a result of square wave harmonics, and this made normal radio reception almost impossible, but 
curiously tv was unaffected. Square wave power is also more prone to producing higher 
temperatures in appliances driven by the inverter. In these early years, the biggest annoyance was 
the lighting.  Fluorescent bulbs had just arrived and their lower power consumption made them a 
necessity, however they were the original enormous bulbs that ran on the same principles as the 
strip fluorescent lights with their flickering starters......If you turned on a device at night, all the 
house lights would flicker until they re-established their load current and it almost drove us insane. 
Thankfully, it was not long afterwards that the first electronic bulbs came onto the market and the 
flickering ceased.  A ceiling light in one of our rooms still uses one of those first electronic  bulbs 
and it still works superbly after 25 years.



The intervening years between about 1986 and 2012 have not changed our basic principles of power
generation design although the system itself has been upgraded  (mostly by myself, once 
professionally) so that it is now far more robust and able to supply much larger loads and provide 
simultaneous power to a larger number of appliances. Our system is also just about as large as it can
be without resorting to the much more expensive solar systems that have enough panels and the 
very large batteries that have sufficient storage capacity to run all aspects of the house. 

The first photograph (Fig. 1) shows our home as it is currently in February 2012. The original 4 x 
35 watt panels have long gone and been replaced by a series of higher powered panels. Starting 
from the left hand side, there are two 12 volt panels connected in series to give about 100 watts at 
24 volts. The remaining 4 panels are 24 volt panels: the single middle panel produces 180 watts 
while the other three produce 160 watts each. This gives a total system possible output of about 760
watts under ideal conditions during the middle of the day. A heavy current cable connects the panels
to the power shed which is not shown in this photograph, but which is behind and to the left of the 
main water tank.

Figure 1. House view showing the solar electrical panels on the roof. The house faces NNW almost
perfectly so that a permanent installation is relatively easy to align for maximum power output.

To control the currents from the panels to the batteries, a PL40 controller is installed.  This can 
control currents up to 40 amps, but in practice the panel charge currents rarely exceed 28 amps and 
the most I have ever seen is 32 amps which occurred when the batteries were heavily discharged. 
For convenience, we also have a remote monitor inside the house so that it is unnecessary to go 
outside either at night or during rainy weather. In periods of continuous sunny weather, the battery 
bank moves into “float mode” meaning that the controller has determined that the batteries are 



totally charged and the charging currents are reduced to a minimum maintenance level. Float 
usually occurs around 1-2 pm during a sunny day.  The battery bank itself is composed of 8 x 6 volt,
200 amp-hour deep-cycle batteries, connected so that there are two series banks of 4 batteries, and 
these two banks are connected in parallel. This gives a working voltage of 24 volts output and a 
storage capacity of 9.6 Kilowatt-hours.  In practice, these lead-acid batteries last between 6-8 years 
and require minimal maintenance apart from making sure all cabling is clean and that the electrolyte
levels are always above the plate levels. A two monthly check in summer is adequate, slightly 
longer in winter. They are protected in a vented, wooden enclosure. To maximise battery life, the 
batteries are kept (where possible) in a charge-discharge cycle that usually keeps them in a charge 
range of 80-100 %.

The inverter is now a “state of the art” sine-wave inverter capable of handling up to 2400 watts 
continuous load, 3700 watts for 30 minutes and surges of up to 7000 watts. This means that the 
system can handle any normal load from the house appliances including use of any one of the 
vacuum cleaner, the washing machine or the iron. This latest inverter is capable of maintaining 
perfect house power supplies even under the heavy loads of any of those devices and its output is 
far “cleaner” than the power supplies received by many homes from the electricity mains.

Figure 2. The inverter (blue box), battery bank with lid removed, current controller (centre box 
with lid open), main fuses and changeover switch box allowing the house to be supplied from either
inverter or standby generator. A heavy duty battery charger sits on a shelf at the upper right and is 
permanently connected into the battery system. It's charging currents go through the PL40 regulator 
so they can be added to panel output.



Computers
For a considerable time, my original desktop computer was the only one in the house. It was 
upgraded as required and in about 1998, it was quite conventional, used the old vacuum tube style 
monitor with a colour display and ran Windows98SE as my standard system. The internet was for 
us in a very primitive state with dial-up connection.  Still, by this time, we were using a sine-wave 
inverter (about 1500 watts maximum continuous load) and I had invested in a small UPS which 
meant that the desktop computer could be left on as I switched from generator to inverter or vice 
versa.  While this was extremely satisfactory, the power demands of a desktop computer on a 
“smallish” solar system can be considerable over a period of time, especially if overcast conditions 
prevail for several days.  It may not sound much, but perhaps 50-100 watts used by the monitor and 
another 100 watts by the desktop computer itself gives a load of around 200 watts and it all adds up 
if you are working on the computer for several hours a day. Another factor was that at that time, the 
panels had not been fully upgraded to their present capacity. I did however, try to reduce power 
consumption by moving from a traditional monitor to an LCD monitor and this immediately 
dropped power usage by up to 40 watts.

In 2001, I was running what was then called SuSE as my principal OS.  Already I was thoroughly 
enjoying my new found freedom but I still needed some Win-based software. My next move was to 
purchase and obtain Win4Lin. Once I understood its installation foibles, Win4Lin was a constant 
companion on my computer until it ceased support for Win98SE somewhere around 2004.  By then 
however, Crossover Office was developing so fast that it was able to take over the tasks that 
Win4Lin had been used for.  By 2007, Windows had disappeared from all my computers other than 
in the form of a removable hdd which normally sat in a drawer. Curiously, even though 
virtualisation had been coming in for a number of years, I never really explored or felt at home with
this methodology (Luddite tendencies no doubt) and even today, Crossover Office supplies all my 
needs for running Win-based software on Linux.  Admittedly, there are very few of these now: 
accounts, mapping software, Photoshop7 and a copy of Word 2003 which is used for testing any 
.doc documents that I compose with either LO or OO when they are to be sent to places that as yet 
are not using FOSS.

Printing has always been based on inkjet printers. Originally, this was because the power demands 
of laser printers were simply too great to justify, moreover they were “big”. Currently, I still use an 
inkjet printer for my very modest printing demands although the much smaller and lower powered 
laser printers that are now available suggest to me that the next printer might very probably be a 
laser type and turned on only when it is needed.  Scanning is done with a low powered dual function
scanner which can deal with both A4 sheets and photographic slides or negatives. Occasionally, I 
use a small speaker system for better sound production on videos etc.  Originally, the router was a 
standard single function device, but our current VoIP style system not only provides broadband 
connection, it also gives us much cheaper phone calls – a necessity in a country area where 95% or 
more of your calls are long distance. 

However, returning to the power situation, this was brought to a head when my wife discovered that
computers could be fun. We obtained a small desktop for her and she thoroughly enjoyed herself. 
We now had two desktop computers running and the load on a small system was considerable. 
Naturally, her monitor quickly became an LCD display. Her system ran a dual boot system of 
Win98SE and openSUSE 10.0 and due to the limited demands she placed on it, there was never 
once any suggestion of a hiccup. What steadily emerged however was that our panel generation at 
that time was simply too small for the demands being placed upon it and an upgrade became 
essential.   

In 2005 we applied successfully for a $5000 grant which would allow us to have a major upgrade of
the system at half price, and shortly afterwards, the bank containing three of the currently running 



solar panels, together with a new battery enclosure, batteries, a current controller and circuit 
breakers were all installed by a professional firm. At about the same time too, digital television 
began to make its presence seriously felt. We were still using a vacuum tube television and after 
much thought, we decided to upgrade to a new digital set and again our power consumption 
dropped dramatically from about 120 watts to 65 watts.  This move wasn't without a major hiccup 
because we found that although both digital and analogue signals were still being transmitted, we 
could only get clear analogue signals – the digital ones were being very unpleasantly distorted. We 
have clear line of sight to the transmission towers 80km away so we  believed it was not the aerial 
and were at a loss to figure out what was happening.

The answer to this problem came by sheer accident.  We got rainy weather and one night, switched 
on the standby generator to preserve battery bank power.  To our surprise, digital signals suddenly 
appeared perfectly. That suggested only one thing: the inverter was producing an output which was 
interfering with the digital television reception. We contacted a solar system supplier and found that
he could do a “one for one upgrade” of our present inverter for a modest $500 and we jumped at it.  
It turned out that our old sinewave inverter was indeed getting “oldish” and its filter circuitry was 
now feeling rather tired – capacitor problems no doubt. The new inverter gave us perfect television 
reception and as I have already indicated above, vastly increased the loads we could put on the 
system.

Figure 3.  My desk.....the solar system monitor can be seen as a small rectangular white box with a 
black display panel on the wall at the upper right. The printer, scanner, laptop and VoIP system are 
present in order from left to right. On the shelf, Tux is wearing a gift sash from the local police 
station – he is probably the only honorary penguin constable in Australia.

During the system upgrade in 2005, I began to consider the option of moving wholly to laptop 
computers.  Although it would be expensive, the drop in power consumption this would produce 
was very compelling: instead of about 200 watts, a laptop consumes only about 20-25 watts. It 
would mean that either my wife or myself could run a computer for perhaps 7-8 hours straight, and 
still only consume the same amount of power as the desktop machine would consume in one hour. 
The matter was brought to a head in 2006 when I happened to see a brand new laptop on sale for a 
bargain price of $600.  Since it had a dual core and ran at about 1.6Gig, I threw caution to the winds



and purchased it........and have never looked back. Power consumption dropped dramatically and the
next move was to consider my wife's computer.

My solution was to find an ex-government equipment firm, and I was then able to purchase a 
second hand laptop for my wife, equip it with openSUSE 10.0 and use Wine to allow her to use 
certain software she liked. Apart from upgrading her laptop as it became increasingly antique, her 
system has remained more or less the same, and it is rare she doesn't use it every day.

About a year later, I purchased my present HP laptop from the same firm as a brand new item and 
so far it has operated perfectly for four years. We now run VoIP on a broadband connection and all 
parts of the system function perfectly. The VoIP router permits four computers to be connected and 
so far these are used by my son who runs a Toshiba satellite laptop and my wife's laptop.  That 
leaves a spare line which is only very rarely used on a second computer when I need to work with a 
WinXP system for university data research.

Conclusion
Our system suits us perfectly, but I suspect that is due to the circumstances in which we originally 
found ourselves and the will to upgrade and maintain the system. In its current state, it almost 
always provides sufficient power for our needs; indeed, there is frequently a wasted surplus. For 
those occasions where “the sun don't shine”, the standby generator is marvellous; it's petrol engine 
reliability is excellent and I see it continuing in its current role for at least another 10 years. The 
drain by our computer needs is very small and offers minimal stress on the system. 

It should also be mentioned that in Australia, there has been an enormous surge in a type of solar 
power generation which differs considerably from ours. These “mains-solar power” installations 
require a mains connection to the home, without which they will not function. If these units sense a 
loss of mains power, they turn themselves off for safety reasons (power line workers do not want 
power still being supplied to the line on which they are working). The equipment consists of an 
array of solar panels (often two or three times as powerful as ours, but sometimes more) feeding 
into an inverter which then sends the generated electricity back into the power mains. There is no 
battery bank power storage facility which means that if a blackout occurs at either day or night, 
these “mains-solar powered homes” are also without power. Our system is completely separate and 
independent from the mains lines, stores its own power generated and produces power for the house
continuously. We have seen occasions where thunderstorms have so severely damaged local mains 
power supplies that our home is the only residence with lights on and television running. 

A large number of people who have these “mains-solar systems” have panel numbers that give 
outputs that are five or six times as powerful as our installation. They are attracted more by the fact 
that they can sell their generated power back to the mains system, cancel out any cost of power 
consumed, and still make a profit - rather than the pleasure of using solar power for energy use 
reduction. Ultimately, someone has to pay, and the cost of these mains solar systems is now being 
carried by all the consumers who don't have one installed. And there is another problem which is 
becoming more evident: Australian mains power networks were designed for a single direction of 
power flow from a coal/gas fired power station to the home or business. These “mains-solar 
systems” are reversing that flow and there are already unforeseen engineering problems especially 
in areas with large numbers of these installations.

The power lines now run down the front of our block and have been there for about 15 years. 
Luckily we were not caught in a local shire council plan which literally forced all the residents of a 
street or road where lines had not been installed, to purchase the power line installation, and so we 
remain wholly independent of the power companies. We know of several other solar power stand 



alone installations in this region that were destroyed due to this local council stupidity.  One in 
particular was heart breaking as it virtually pauperised a person with extremely limited financial 
resources. It would now cost much less to have a transformer installed on the line and power 
connected to our house, but it is simply not worth the cost given our current circumstances.

I must admit that one of my biggest pleasures is still when representatives of the energy authorities 
come around to ask if we wish to be connected to the mains power line.  The conversation usually 
goes like this: 

“Would you like us to connect power to your home ?”

 “Why yes, happy for you to do so – but it will be at your expense.  We would only look on your 
supplies as an irregular backup system and would need it minimally.”

(Usually in a horrified tone) “No !  We cannot do that !”

“Thankyou very much. You may certainly connect if you wish, but we are not asking you to do so, 
nor will we pay for such a connection.”

And they leave. Marvellous to be so independent, isn't it ?

Post Script:
It struck me that the above text never indicates how much the present system would cost if I built it 
today. My estimate would be that to have it installed professionally would cost between $10-15,000 
and that would include: batteries, panels, controller, inverter, wiring, panel supports, etc.  Even so, it
is a far cry from the $40-50,000 in terms of the original power line.  Battery replacement is the 
biggest on going cost at about $2-3,000 every 6-8 years. Offsetting that, however, are current and 
future quarterly family/domestic power bills which are presently about $400-600 and rising. This 
implies a mains power bill of at least $9,600-12,800 over the same period.  You must then factor in 
the annual cost of gas for the refrigerator (about $3,600 in total), occasional petrol for the standby 
generator and wood for the stove.  On the whole though, I think we win easily on total power costs 
and the savings gap will increase in the future.


